I. Chef Silly Tillie pretends to make silly food like roasted snake toes. Connect the words in each column – in any combination you like – to create your own silly food names. Then draw a picture of what the food would look like in the boxes below.

Grilled  Paint  Burger  
Baked    Spider    Stew  
Toasted  Socks    Sundae  
Mashed   Lizard    Sandwich  
Fried    Acorn    Salad  
Boiled   Sneaker    Pie  

II. Read the story. Then draw a line to connect the 1st and 2nd parts of Grandma Tillie’s silly names:

Zoo-lady  Hilly Tillie  
Skier    Tillie  
Hiker    Chilly Tillie  
Chef    Frilly Tillie  
Madame    Silly Tillie  
Vanilly    Gorilly Tillie  